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WITH THE RICCI CONDITION
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Makoto Sakaki

0. Introduction.

Let XN(c) denote the yV-dimensional simply connected space form of con-

stant curvature c, and let M be a minimal surface in XN(c) with Gaussian cur-

vature K {<c) with respect to the induced metric ds2. When N=Z, M satisfies

the Ricci condition with respect to c, that is, the metric dst―'＼/c―Kdsl is flat

at points where K<c. Conversely, every 2-dimensional Riemannian manifold

with Gaussian curvature less than c which satisfies the Ricci condition with

respect to c, can be realized locally as a minimal surface in X＼c) (see [2]).

Then it is an interesting problem to classify those minimal surfaces in XN(c)

which satisfy the Ricci condition with respect to c, that is, to classify those

minimal surfaces in XN{c) which are locally isometric to minimal surfaces in

X＼c). In the case where c=0, Lawson [3] solved this problem completely.

In [4] Naka (=Miyaoka) obtained some results in the case where c>0.

In [1] Johnson studied a class of minimal surfaces in XN(c), called excep-

tional minimal surfaces. In thispaper, we discuss exceptional minimal surfaces

in XN(c) which satisfiythe Ricci condition with respect to c. Our results are

as follows:

Theorem 1. Let M be an exceptionalminimal surfacelying fullyin XN(c)

where c>0. We denote by K the Gaussian curvatureof M with respect to the

induced metric ds2. Suppose that the metric ds2―Vc―Kds2 is flatat points

where K<c. Then either(i) N―Am+l and M is flat,or (ii)N―4m+3.

Theorem 2. Let M be an exceptional minimal surface lying fully in XN(c)

where c<0. We denote by K the Gaussian curvature of M with respect to the

induced metric dsz. Suppose that, the metric ds2=Vc ―K ds21is flat at points

where K<c. Then N=3.

Remark. We note that every flat minimal surface in XN(c), where c>0,
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automatically satisfies the Ricci condition with respect to c. In Section 3, we

show that there are flat exceptional minimal surfaces lying fully in X*n+l(c),

where c>0. We also show that there are non-flat exceptional minimal surfaces

lying fully in Xim+＼c) which satisfy the Ricci condition with respect to c,

where c>0.

In Section 1, we follow [1] and recallthe definition of exceptional minimal

surfaces. In Section 2, we give lemmas for exceptional minimal surfaces in

XN(c) which satisfy the Ricci condition with respect to c. In Sections 3 we

prove Theorem 1, and in Section 4 we prove Theorem 2.

1. Exceptional minimal surfaces.

Suppose M is a minimal surface in XN(c). Assume that M lies fullyin

XN(c), namely, does not lie in a totally geodesic submanifold of XN(c). Let

the integer n be given by N=2n + 1 or 2n+2, and let indices have the follow-

ing ranges:

Let eA be a local orthonormal frame fieldon XN(c), and let 6A be the co-

frame dual to eA- Then dda―1}b&ab/＼0b, where Sab are the connection forms

on XN(c).

Suppose that e* is a local orthonormal frame fieldon M and that the frame

2A is chosen so that on M, et=ei and ea are normal to M. When forms and

vectors on XN(c) are restricted to M, let them be denoted by the same symbol

without tilde:6a=0a＼m, (0ab=c5ab＼m and eA~eA＼u- Then (Bax―^jhaaO}, where

haij are the coefficientsof the second fundamental form of M.

Let TXM and TxXN(c) denote the tangent space of M and XN(c), respec-

tively,at a point x. Curves on M through x have their firstderivatives at x

in TXM, but higher order derivatives will have components normal to M. The

space spanned by the derivatives of order up to r is called the r-th osculating

space of Mat x, denoted T(pM.

The r-th normal space of M at x, denoted Norxr>M, is the orthogonal com-

plement of T(xr:>M in Txr+1:>M. At generic points of M, the dimension of

Norxr:>M is 2 when l£r^n ―1, and the dimension of Nor^M is 1 or 2, de-

pending on whether Af is odd or even. Those normal spaces that have dimen-

sion 2 is called the normal planes of M. Let ^N denote the number of normal

planes possessed by M at generic points: fiN= n ―l if iV=2n + l, and ^N ―n if

iV=2n+2.

Choose the normal vectors en so that NorlnM is spanned bv le^i. e^^).
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where l^r£($N. When N=2n + 1, Nor^M is spanned by {e2n+i}- Set <p=

Proposition ([1]). There are Ha such that Ha = han+＼/―ihal2 for a―3

and 4, for each r such that 2^r<($N

where a =2r+l and 2r+2, and when N=2n + 1

The r-th normal plane, Nor'-J^M, of M is called exceptional if H2r+2=

±V―lH2r+i- The minimal surface M is called exceptional if all of its normal

planes are exceptional. Note that when N=2n + 1, Nor{^M is a line, not a

plane, and the notion of exceptionality does not apply. So, every minimal sur-

face in X＼c) is exceptional.

2. Lemmas.

Let M be an exceptionalminimal surfacelying fullyin XN(c). We denote

by K and A the Gaussian curvatureand the Laplacian of M, respectively,with

respect to the induced metric ds1. Set

A%=＼/2, At=c-K,

(1)

ACP[A log (A%)+Aep/A%-l-2(p + l)K-＼, if Aep>0,

0. otherwise.

Set M1={x<=M; K<c) and M2={x<=M; K=c}. Suppose that the metric ds2

= Vc ―Kds* is flaton Mu

(2)

on Mi.

Then by the lemma in Section 3 of [1] for n = l

A＼og (c-K)=4K

Lemma 1. When c>0,

Aik=2ik-lc2k(c-K)2k, Ac4k+i=24kc2k(c-K)2k+l,

Acik+2=24k+1c2k(c-K)2k+2, Acik+i=24k+2c2k+1(c-K)2k+2

Lemma 2. When c^O,

Ai=2{c-K)＼ A＼=±c(c-K? Acp=0 for p^4.
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Peoof of Lemma 1. By (1) and (2),

Ae2=A＼lA log {A＼)+A＼/A%-AK-＼

= (c-K)[A log (c-K)+2(c-K)-4K]

=2{c-Kf

on Mlt and Ac2=0 on M2. So Aet=2(c-K)2 on M. By (1) and (2)

AC3=M[A log {AR+Al/Al-SK-＼

=2(c-if)2[2A log {c-K)+2{c-K)-m']

=Ac(c-K)2

on Mu and ^4g=0 on M2. So 4§=4c(c ―if)2 on M. Thus Lemma 1 is true foi

k = 0.

Assume that Lemma 1 is true for some k. Then, by (1),(2) and the as-

sumption,

Acik+t=AU+s[.A log (AU+3)+Ae4k+s/AU+i-2(4k+4)K]

=24k+2c2k+＼c-Kyk+2[_(2k+2)A log (c-K)+2c-2(ik+A)K^

=24k+3c2k+2(c X)2k+2

on Mu and Acik+i=0 on M2. So Acik+i=24k+3cik+2(c-K)2k+2 on M. Using (1),

(2) and the assumption we have

AU+*=AU+ilA log (AU+i)+Ac4k+i/AU+3-2(4k+5)K-]

=2ik+sc2k+＼c-Kfk+2l(2k+2)A log (c-K)+2c-2(4k+5)Kl

on Mu and ^*+B=0 on M2. So y4^+5=24fe+V2*+2(c-A:)2*+3 on M. By (1) and (2),

AU+e=Acik+5lA log (AU+5)+Aik+b/Acik+i-2(U+6)Kl

=2ik+ic2k+2(c-KTk+3[(2k+3)A log (c-/C)+2(c-K)-2(4^ + 6)Jft:]

on Mx, and Aeik+6=0 on M2. So Acik+6=24k+6c2k+2(c-K)2k+4 on M. By (1) and (2),

A＼k+1=A＼k+,tA log (^He)+^*+6/^H5-2(4H7)K]

=24*+V*+2(c-/O2*+4[(2£+4)A log (c-K)+2(c-K)-2(£k+l)K~＼

=24*+6c2*+3Cc j^yk+4

on Mx, and ^,+7=0 on M2. So /l^+7=24fe+6c2*+3(c-ft:)2*+4on M. Therefore,
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by induction,Lemma 1 is proved. q.e.d.

Proof of Lemma 2. By the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 1,

we have Ac2=2(c-K)2 and Ac3=4c(c-Kf. As c^O, Acs=4c(c-K)2£0. Hence

by (1) we have Ai=0 for />^4. q.e.d.

3. Proof of Theorem 1.

Proof of Theorem 1. Let A, A% and Mx be defined as in Section 2. As

M lies fully in XN(c), K―c only at isolated points, and Mx is M minus iso-

lated points. By Lemma 1, for each p^O, Acp>0 on Mi. If N― 2n+2, then

Acn+1=0 identically by Theorem A of [1], which contradicts that Acp>0 on Mx

for each p^O. If AT=4m+l, then by Theorem A of [1], the metric

(^2m)1/(2m+1)ds2is flatat points where Aim>0. When m-2k, using the lemma

in Section 3 of [1], Lemma 1 and the equation (2), we have

0=A log (Ac2n)-2(2m+l)K

=A＼og(Ac4k)-2(4k + l)K

=2&A log (c-K)-2(4k + l)K

= -2K

on Mi. So Mi is flat, and by continuity, M is flat. When m=2k + l, using

the lemma in Section 3 of [1], Lemma 1 and the equation (2), we have

0=AlogC42cm)-2(2m+l)#

=Alog(/l4V2)-2(4&+3)#

= (2£+2)A log (c-K)-2(4k+3)K

=2K

on Mx. So Mi is flat, and by continuity, M is flat. Therefore, either (i) N=

4m+l and M is flat,or (ii)7V=4m+3. q.e.d.

By Theorem B of [1], we can see that every flat surface can be realized

locally as an exceptional minimal surface lying fully in X2n+1(c), where c>0.

So, there are flatexceptional minimal surfaces lying fully in X2n+1(c), where

c>0.

Let M be a minimal surface in X＼c) where c>0. We denote by K the

Gaussian curvature of M with respect to the induced metric ds2. Let Acp be

defined as in Section 2. Assume that K<c. Then M satisfiesthe Ricci con-
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dition with respect to c. So Lemma 1 is valid, and Acp>0 for each p^O. Let

us show that the metric (Ac2m+1)1/t:*m+2:>ds2is fiat. When m―2k, by Lemma 1,

(^im+1)1/c2m+2)=(^,+1)1/(4*+2)=(24*c")1^a+2Vf-7f.

When m=2£ + l, by Lemma 1,

(^m+1)1/(2B+2)=(AjH3)1/(4H4)=(24HVH1)1/(4HV^A'.

Thus the metric (^m+1)1/<2m+2)rfs2is flat, because M satisfies the Ricci condi-

tion with respect to c. By Theorem B of [1], we find that (M, rfs2)can be

realized locally as an exceptional minimal surface lying fully in XAm+3(c).

Therefore, there are non-flat exceptional minimal surfaces lying fully in

Xim+＼c) which satisfy the Ricci condition with respect to c, where c>0.

4. Proof of Theorem 2.

Proof of Theorem 2. Let A, A% and Mx be defined as in Section 2. As

M lies fullyin XN(c), K―c only at isolated points, and Mt is not empty. By

Lemma 2, Ac2>0 and ^4§<0 on Mu If iV=4, then Ac2=0 identically by Theorem

A of [1], which contradicts that Ac2>0 on Mi. If N=5, then by Theorem A

of [1], the metric (Ac2y/3ds2 is flatat points where Ac2>0. Using the lemma

in Section 3 of [1], Lemma 2 and the equation (2), we have

0=A log (A$)-6K

=2A log (c-K)-6K

=2K

on Ml So K=0 on Mu which contradicts that K^c<0. If N=6, then ^^=0

identically by Theorem A of [1], which contradicts that Ac3<0 on Mx. If

N^7, then ^^0 by Theorem A of [1], which contradicts that Acs<0 on Mu

Therefore, A^=3. q. e.d.
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